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Canon speedlite 580ex ii

Home introducing new flash machine flash accessories Pricelite 580EX II has a GN of 190ft (58 m) in ISO 100 (focal length 105mm). In addition, Canon provides this device with other features such as computer sync, auto mode, and water resistance. This product is currently distributed throughout the Far East Shop system. Canon Speedlite 580EX II Flash
Design has a total of 8 control buttons, 6 custom buttons, power arm. If you are attached to a compatible camera, it will be modified through the camera system. Canon Speedlet display 580EX II is a clear LCD screen, size, and font width. The LCD screen will light up and turn green when using the device covered in black, and the battery compartment is
located on the right side of the device. Requires the use of 4 Canon Speedlite 580EX II AA batteries. Speedlite 580EX II features flash that supports TTL formats with canon's latest E-TTL II functions. With this flash, you can take a beautiful, standard shot, clear all the details in high contrast lighting conditions. Canon has focused on the Speedlite Connection
580EX II, when it can receive and process signals through lenses, in connection with automated technology with the second E-TTL system of various Canon cameras. The Canon Speedlite 580EX II is able to connect to all generations of Canon Digital SLR cameras. With auto mode of Speedlite 580EX II, you can use it on many models. When Nikon is
connected to a compatible camera, the Canon Speedlite 580EX II measures the distance from the subject to the camera, then automatically adjusts the intensity of light and then gives the correct light to dimensions, reflection, the composition of the subject with dust repellent design, water, wet air, long lamp life, Canon Speedlite 580EX II has added good
control function with settings of the camera menu (EOS-1D Mark III) and connects to the camera body quickly. Canon Speedlite 580EX II Flash exposure modes such as E-TTL, E-TTL II, TTL and manual mode give users more options while running. In addition, the Speedlite 580EX II has a built-in set of 45-point focus and catchlight that makes it easy to get
light quickly. Canon Speedlight 580EX Accessories Comes with warranty card, manual, mini stand, soft upholstery bag (bag made of high-end plastic and bo materials that resist the shock of the machine). The Canon Speedlite 580EX II has the best inherited features of existing models and adds improved functionality to digital photography. A more powerful
flash with 190ft (58 m) GN (58 m) in ISO 100 (105mm focal length), faster light resistance, more color when hitting the lights is more convenient and more control for all photographers. The premium version 580EX II has been improved more than the previous version 580EX. It has been redesigned to fit the EOS-1D Mark III in terms of dust, water, durability
and lamp life, for good control of settings from the camera menu (EOS-1D Mark III). Other features include improved body connectivity and 20% shorter battery life than 580EX. Flash supports all TLL formats, including the new E-TTL II function developed by Canon. Create good conditions for photographers to shoot in high-contrast environments, and typical
light inverter objects during wedding shoots. The photographer can capture every detail of the dark color from the groom's suit to the bright white of the bride's dress, both smiles, etc. The Canon Speedlite 580EX II is compatible with Canon's E-TTL II system cameras (receiving, processing signals through lenses, exposed to automated technology). When
paired with a compatible camera (EOS-1D/s Mark II, Mark III, 40D,50D, 5D, 5D Mark II,....) and the appropriate lens, the E-TTL II system measures the distance from subject to camera, then automatically adjusts the intensity of light and then gives an accurate light regardless of size, reflection, subject composition. Main modes: E-TTL, E-TTL II, TTL and
hand-tuning mode. The lamp recovery time is up to 25% faster. The built-in focus support system consists of 45 points. Catchlight allows you to capture light quickly and easily for taking photos. Come to Digi4u to join some canon lights. Mountain Shoe Guide No. 190'/ 57.91 m at location 105 mm Lock Lock 84° Wide Angle Officer - 23.3°: 114° - 23.3° Vari
Power 1/1 to 1/128 Bouncing Well Dizzy Well, 360 ° Coverage 24 - 105 mm (Full Frame) Full Frame Zoom: 24 - 105 mm External Terminal PC Recycling Time Approximately 0.1 to 6 Seconds Compensation Nobody Wireless Communication Channel No One Wireless Group Power 4 x Alkaline Batteries, Lithium, NiCad, Rechargeable NiMH Battery Size (W x
H x D) 3.0 x 5.3 x 4.5/ 7.6 x 13.5 x 11.4 cm Weight 13.2 oz / 374.2 g Dubbed the best removable flash for EOS, canon Speedlite 580EX II has the best features inherited from existing models and adds enhanced functionality to digital photography. A more powerful flash with 190ft (58 m) GN (58 m) in ISO 100 (105mm focal length), faster light resistance,
more color when hitting the lights is more convenient and more control for all photographers. Features - 580EX II is more improved than the previous version 580EX. It has been redesigned to fit the EOS-1D Mark III in terms of dust, water, durability and lamp life, so good control with settings from the camera menu (EOS-1D Mark III). Other features include
improved body connectivity and a 20% shorter battery life than 580EX. - Flash supports all TLL formats, including the new E-TTL II function developed by Canon. Create good conditions for photographers to shoot in high-contrast environments, and typical light inverter objects during wedding shoots. The photographer can capture every detail of the dark
color from the groom's suit to the bright white of the bride's dress, both smiles, etc. - Canon Speedlite 580EX Lamps II compatible with the E-TTL II system of Canon cameras (reception, processing signals through lenses, and contact with automatic technology). When paired with a compatible camera (EOS-1D/s Mark II, Mark III, 40D,50D, 5D, 5D Mark II,....)
and the appropriate lens, the E-TTL II system measures the distance from subject to camera, then automatically adjusts the intensity of light and then gives an accurate light regardless of size, reflection, subject composition. - Main modes: E-TTL, E-TTL II, TTL and hand-tuning mode. The lamp recovery time is up to 25% faster. The built-in focus support
system consists of 45 points. The searchlight system. Light capture) allows for quick, convenient light capture for photo photography. Specialized modes: - FE lock - light connection lock. - FP mode - high-speed sync, allowing the camera to hit with lights at higher speeds. - Second - Curtain sync allows light to glow naturally at the back of the subject
movement. - Wireless TTL system activated on other cameras with 580EX, or with transmission of the ST0E2 580/550EX signal. - Experimental light test mode, the lamp can constantly flash to preview the light effect. - FEB - Bracketed light-up system. - 14 maximum control features with many different flash functions. - The lighting ratio is up to 8:1 when
using the same ST-E2 adapter or with many other 580/550EX lights. - When color data is transferred from the flash, the camera itself places the white balance of the scene with the optimal flash. Product Details: Manual Number: 43m (at 105mm, ISO 100) Flash times with alkaline battery: 200-1400 delay between 2 flashes: 0.1-3.7 seconds (alkaline battery)
AF assisted lights: built-in, operating range 0.7-10m six pre-installed flash media using 04 AA color specifications no size (cm) no weight (kg) 0.330 0.330 Canon maker features No Canon
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